Organization of network properties of cells in local and distributed neuronal networks of the brain of cats.
The network properties of neurons of the visual and motor cortex and of the lateral nucleus of the hypothalamus were investigated on the basis of identified interneuronal interactions, using the cross-correlation method of analysis, in cats with developed alimentary conditioned instrumental reflexes to light. The varied organization of the network properties of cortical neurons in the organization of local and distributed neuronal networks was demonstrated, namely: the predominance of divergent properties over convergent properties for large cells in local networks and the leveling out of these relationships in distributed networks. The neurons of the lateral nucleus of the hypothalamus had an equal representation of convergent and divergent properties in the organization of local and distributed networks. The network properties of neurons of the cortical and subcortical structures were manifested in the background, following the development of conditioned reflexes, and during extinction. Only the small cells of the visual cortex were functionally dependent and changed the relationship of network properties in local networks during the extinction of conditioned reflexes.